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The President speaks

i was delighted to meet so many members at this year’s annual
conference, alongside our european partners from efee and eu
excert.  We also had attendance from as far afield as singapore
and australia. equally, i was delighted to introduce Jon pritchard,
ceO of the engineering council, as our keynote speaker. 

The annual event, held this year at the Telford hotel and golf
resort, focussed on the theme of ‘innovation’ and brought together
speakers from a wide range of areas to deliver a truly memorable
conference. The marketing team and specifically nathan White
along with vicki hall at the secretariat who organised the event,
are to be congratulated on a job well done. The bar has now been
set for next year and dates/venue will be released soon! 

although it is mentioned elsewhere in this journal, i would like to
take this opportunity to thank all the speakers and sponsors for
their contributions in making this year’s conference a success.
Without the generosity of these companies and individuals there
would not be a conference. it also goes without saying that we will
be looking for speakers and sponsors for next year’s event and it’s

never too early to start planning. anyone wishing to present a
paper, be involved in the organisation of next year’s event or
perhaps understand sponsorship opportunities should contact
vicki at the secretariat.

i was particularly pleased to be able to present John Wolstenholme
(immediate past president) with his past president’s Medal. i was
unable to undertake this formally during our actual handover as we
completed this in October 2015 outside the usual agM handover
mechanism. John worked extremely hard during his tenure as
president, putting in place a great many foundations for the work
that continues to this day, developing our institute and improving
Member benefits.  

During this year’s agM the proposed amendments to our
constitution were voted on and accepted by the membership.
These changes will be phased in over the coming weeks and months
and whilst many of them will have no impact on you, there has been
a significant revision in relation to branches. The branch system has
been replaced by a less formal and more accessible structure of
networking events which will be co-ordinated by the secretariat
and with funding support available to those wishing to host/
organise events. The aim of this restructure is to increase the
number of events held during the year for Members to access and
gain cpD opportunities. The website is also being modified to allow
online bookings for these events and we will inform all Members
once this is live.

The importance of cpD, alongside certified qualifications,
refresher training and ongoing assessment of competence has
never been more important for all sectors of our industry, and
recent events only serve to reinforce this.

stay safe!

Dave Welch ceng MiMeche Miexpe
president

past president's Medal being presented to
John Wolstenholme by Dave Welch.

Emailcontact list:
president@iexpe.org Dave Welch president
Director@iexpe.org  John Wolstenholme past president
finance.director@iexpe.org  ian McKay finance Director
vp.projects@iexpe.org   Tony slate legal and compliance
andrew.carr2@baesystems.com  andy carr education and Training
Membership@iexpe.org   andy pettitt Membership
Marketing@iexpe.org   rob parry Marketing
registrar@iexpe.org   Ken cross affiliations

Please note:
a Member is trying to trace John
Butterworth, president from 1983
to 1984. if you have any information
please contact the secretariat at
secretariat@iexpe.org.
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On the 12th and 13th April 2016 IExpE met at the
Telford Hotel & Golf Resort, Shropshire for its annual
AGM, Dinner and Conference.

The agM was led by our new president, Dave Welch.  Dave
introduced a new council structure that seeks to enable
innovation and deliver outputs quicker through delegation of
responsibilities. There are now six new sections: finance;
legal & compliance; Memberships; education & Training;
affiliations; and Marketing.  The structure is manned by teams,
each overseen by a vice president whose role is to steer and
report progress.

a particular contention at the agM was the proposal to
remove Branches. There was a significant debate that has
helped clarify and amend the proposal.  i recommended that
the membership read the agM minutes and familiarise
themselves with the proposals.  all appeared to agree with the
common intent, which is to open more opportunities for the
membership to interact.  importantly, there was recognition
that the cessation of Branches does not prevent locally
organised events. There were concerns raised by
representatives of the australian and singapore Branches
that were resolved or taken outside the agM for further
discussions with the president. 

Three resignations from council were announced: paul harris;
holli Kimble; and nathan White.  council thanked them on
behalf of the membership for their passion and support, and
wished them well in their new endeavours.  all were applauded
by the present membership. We look forward to them
continuing to support council deliver the institute’s
aspirations as volunteers and that they will, at some time,
seek re-election to continue the good work.

special congratulations go to Bruce cochrane who received
the Journal editor’s award for his significant contribution to
the Journal. Journal readers will be familiar with Bruce’s
regular ‘Tech spec’ feature where he consistently writes
engaging and informative articles.  unfortunately, Bruce was
unable to attend because of recent surgery; gladly he was
back on his feet to receive his award in london later in the
month. Bruce enjoys his writing and that he can share his
considerable knowledge and experiences with others, he also
gets much from it because it pushes him to explore and learn
new areas; he would welcome invitations from the wider
membership who would like him to write about explosives in
various other contexts. 

AGM, Dinner
and Conference
report

council Members at the agM.

rob parry, vice president
Marketing, presenting the Journal
award 2016 to Bruce cochrane for
his contribution to the Journal.

presentation to Keynote speaker Jon
prichard from the engineering council by
president Dave Welch.

frank hirthammer of TTe europe with
Dave Welch.

rob leary of sponsor frazer-nash
consultancy with Dave Welch.
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The evening dinner introduced, what is probably the most exciting
networking opportunity seen to-date, a diverse and large
networking opportunity that continued through to the end of
conference.  it was a pleasure to meet new members from the
various occupations within our sector and to our colleagues
overseas from efee and euexcert.  Thank you to all those that
attended for making this a wonderful opportunity, special thanks
to erik nilsson for providing the after dinner speech.

The conference theme this year was ‘innovation’, which probably
attracted the largest audience to date with close to 100
delegates being present, probably the best attendance to-date.
The theme is probably the most significant factor delegates
consider when planning attendance; feedback forms asked those
who attended to propose a theme for next year. however
nominations for the theme are welcome from the wider
membership, simply email the secretariat. a particular interest
this year was the wide occupation representation presented, with:
offshore; mining/quarrying; defence; fireworks; special effects; all
contributing and learning from each other. 

The conference opened with the Keynote address from Jon
prichard, chief executive Officer of the engineering council, who
introduced the work of the council and the importance of
obtaining chartered status both to the individual member and to
the engineering industry as a whole.  This was followed by a most
interesting presentation by andy pettitt, executive vice president
of spex group who highlighted the offshore incident on the Bp
Deepwater horizon rig in 2010 which resulted in serious
consequences with many deaths and an environmental disaster
with a reported 5 million barrels of oil spilled into the gulf of
Mexico.  in response to this disaster, an explosives-based system
was developed and the presentation demonstrated how an

innovative use of explosives and propellants,  backed by rigorous
design, modelling and testing allows for a system that today would
prevent a similar occurrence if deployed. 

frank hirthammer, senior partner Manager of TTe europe, one of
the sponsors of the conference, explained that as a result of the
eu commission Directive 2008/43/ec, issued in 2008 and its
extension 2012/4/eu, manufacturers, distributers and end users
have to consider requirements for the identification and
traceability of explosives for civil use within the eu. The date for
implementing this directive was april 2013, and targeted the
manufacturers and importers of explosives.  for this, the creation
of specification analysis for marking explosives together with
manufacturers and national authorities in germany began. his
company worked together with efee and other european
organisations to gain more experience in the market. since 2013,
a european partner network was built to provide consultation in
every eu country.

rob leary and David Wyse, both senior consultants at frazer-
nash consultancy ltd, and one of the sponsors of the conference,
gave a fascinating presentation “solving the ss richard
Montgomery problem with innovation and collaboration”. The ship
grounded in the Thames estuary in 1944 with a remaining
approximate 1,400 tonnes net explosive Quantity on board. On
behalf of the uK Department for Transport (DfT), Dstl and frazer-
nash have assembled a Munitions Working group (MWg) of
subject Matter experts (sMes) to investigate the problem.
Different wreck management strategies have been produced.
frazer-nash has developed a bespoke approach and software tool
that utilises sMe-defined probability density functions and
Monte-carlo simulation to calculate a mean mass detonation
probability with associated confidence limits. The MWg’s

The dinner was well attended.

robert Barnes
from australia

asks a question
at the agM.

ron lancaster of Kimbolton fireworks
with past president John
Wolstenholme after his presentation.
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Malcolm ingry addresses the conference.

innovative approach demonstrates the value and success of
utilising industry skills and experience. 

in “The use of explosives in underground blasting”, Malcolm ingry
reported on the demise of nitro-glycerine cartridge explosives and
electric detonators in blasting in mining and tunnelling and their
replacement by bulk emulsions and high velocity cast primers and
shock tube type detonators/electronics. an insight was given into
the complex subject of blasting underground in tunnelling, and how
this knowledge is not being passed on to the younger mining
engineers.

ron lancaster of Kimbolton fireworks addressed the conference
on his sixty years in firework manufacture and asked “is there a
future?” he traced the history of manufacture since the explosives
acts of 1875 until the period in the 1960s when public concerns
about the safety of domestic fireworks led to much concerned
debate and the growth of larger public displays and a fall in the
sale of domestic fireworks. Kimbolton fireworks were probably
the first company to produce the new style of aerial display. since
1974 with the greater emphasis on health and safety,
manufacture in europe has been made increasingly difficult. 

in “innovation through re-interpretation; cross-pollination of
knowledge in the explosives industry”, charlie adcock, Managing
Director of event horizon focussed on the work that his company
enjoys the most, taking the knowledge and capabilities learned
from their varied experiences and applying them in novel,
interesting and innovative ways. The talk covered some of the
projects that event horizon have been involved in over the last 20
years with particular emphasis on how tried and tested techniques
from one area of the explosives world can provide elegant
solutions in others. 

Daniel Jubb, rocket engine consultant at falcon projects
presentation on “The falcon project and the resonant acoustic
mixing (raM) of energetic materials” provided a background and
history of falcon and details of the Westcott facility. it discussed
the challenges of mixing energetics using the standard kit and
covered how falcon addressed these issues and developed
improved mixing vessels, support equipment and control/data
collection software. it covered some of the static testing, which
has been conducted and highlighted the remaining challenges and
discussed scale up to larger production quantities. 

Our thanks go to the sponsors of the event including frazer-nash
consultancy, issee, system Design evaluation, TTe-europe and
h&g explosives who all mounted exhibitions at the conference
which were well attended.

another special thank you is to the organisers, who are new to
arranging this event, for their hard work, dedication, and
innovation.  a new team brings new ideas but on this occasion they
also had to work within the new council structure, mentioned
earlier, and took the opportunity to test the limits of their
freedoms.  The journey that is often referred to as ‘progress’ is
always bumpy, so i thank the team for its patience when exploring
the scope of its new delegations.  planning now begins for the
2017 event.

Rob Parry Miexpe

Marketing vp

The fraser-nash
exhibition at the

conference.

enjoying the coffee break at the
conference. visitors to the exhibition.

nathan White, who
was responsible for
organisation,
welcomes the
conference.



EUExcert UK report
Report on the EUExImp Project
Meetings
since the last report, the following meetings have taken place:

swedish partners meeting, Tallinn, 25th January 2016

project meeting, rakvere, estonia, 26th January 2016.

estonia partners meeting, rakvere, 27-29th January 2016.

swedish partners meeting, Karlskoga, 3-4th March 2016.

german partners meeting, gnashwitz, 8-10th March 2016.

uK partners meeting, ashcott, 30th March 2016.

7th International Conference on Explosives Education and Certification of
Skills (7th ICEECS)
The 7th iceecs was held at Qhotels hotel and golf resort, Telford, on 14th april 2016.

Mr Johan fingsteen gjødvad, immediate past president of the european federation of
explosives engineers opened the conference with an insightful and passionate keynote
speech supporting the drive for improvement of safety in the industry and the
importance of common standards and measurement of competence.

each of the industry partners gave a presentation on their part and experiences in the
project, so far. The titles of the presentations were:

eueximp project background and progress – erik nilsson, project leader, KceM aB,
sweden

“nOs as a management tool” – stefan Krol, president of the Bofors Test center,
sweden

“The definition of the correct standards, the determination of the required
qualification and the selection of the appropriate course…” – Jörg rennert,
Managing Director, Dresdner sprengschule, germany

“Why occupational standards on esa are important to portuguese companies?” –
José gois, assistant professor, university of coimbra, portugal

“redeveloping the uK explosives sfx Qualifications framework” – Tom goodman,
event horizon, uK

“The step-by-step guide to implementing occupational standards” – Workshop led
by Ken cross, Director, picriTe ltd, uK

The workshop was considered extremely useful by the organisers due to the great
interaction by the participants, whose input will be incorporated in the first publication
of the step by step guide.

The presentations will be published on the euexcert website www.euexcert.org as they
are released.

Outputs
The two ‘intellectual outputs’ (ec terminology) from the project are:

a step-by-step guide which will provide users with the mechanics of implementing the
occupational standards. The first edition of the step by step guide is due to be published
by KceM aB on the euexcert website in June 2016.

a more detailed manual which will provide more insight into the standards, the
mechanics of implementation and case studies from the eueximp project to provide
examples of implementation in different parts of the explosives sector and in
qualification attainment and management-tool modes. The manual is due to be
published at the end of the project, in the summer of 2017.

Ken Cross MBe ceng Msc Bsc(hons) fiexpe

chairman, euexcert uK
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A list of new IExpE Members:
Approval date 28th March 2016:

philip pantani

adrian Kriening

philip Bolton

Daniel skelly

Kevin Meleady

stephen roberts

andrew Maber-Jones

Jason hogg

Approval date 15th April 2016:

philip halford

Michael Kehoe

al Mukhida

Wagtail limited (company member)

paul James

Mark lewin

Kevin Bradley

simon hughes

David spencer

christopher Wilcock

iain smith

Approval date 9th May 2016:

ian higgins

lee phelan

John gilbert

Yahaya Mohammed

Mark Kosack

Brett chittick

Bryan ford

Dean simpson (upgrade to fellow)

alex Kenington

herbert feddon

robert White

steven Kelly

andrew Ward

Jennifer royal

alan Morley (upgrade to fellow)
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Registrar report
Professional Registration
professional registration statistics as at 31st March 2016

CEng IEng EngTech
QualifieD 24 5 3

in prOgress 7 3 0

application forms sent but not yet received back - 37. 

Continuous Professional Development 
The institute published its requirement for professional registrants to conduct a

minimum of 30 hours cpD per year. This cpD can take the form of meetings, seminars

and events; the single important criterion is whether the individual has learned

something from the activity. as such, the institute has decided it does not need to issue

attendance certificates but will support these if requested. council takes the view that

a professional explosives engineer will not breach their own integrity by not maintaining

accurate cpD records. notwithstanding that, the engineering council quality assurance

policy for 2016 will require all institutions to undertake audits of registrants’ cpD

records and report back annually. sample sizes and timelines have yet to be published.

Engineering Council
The engineering council is maintaining its continuing drive for the registration of

engineering Technicians. This is the first grade of professional registration and the

institute encourages those in their formative years in the industry, particularly those

without university education to begin their progression through these professional

grades as engTech.

Monitoring and Audit
all registrants should be aware that the engineering council will monitor a percentage

of cDp records from all professional engineering institutions from January 17th. as a

professional affiliate, iexpe will be required to sample our registrants’ cpD and we are

working with our partner licensed pei on how this will be managed. clearly there is more

to follow but i can say at this stage that i am almost certain that records will need to be

submitted through the mycareerpath software available from the website. This does

not mean that you have to maintain your records in mycareerpath, especially if you are

required to keep paper records, but if selected for monitoring, you will need a

mycareerpath account in order to submit your records.

Mycareerpath
The mycareerpath management panel, in line with the engineering council’s wider

digitisation strategy, is committed to moving all member interactions with

mycareerpath to an encrypted protocol(ssl). This entails leasing a secure signed

certificate for each mycareerpath subdomain, and hence each institution. The initial and

ongoing costs are expected to be rolled into the existing licence agreement at no

additional cost to the institutions. The user grop affirmed its support for more secure

access to the system by members and the engc will contact institutions when work is

ready to progress.

Special Registration Events
One of the new ways of working that we have been developing, in concert with QinetiQ,

is the special registration event. We intend to run a pilot event with QinetiQ at West

freugh on 7th June 2016 to test the concept. The idea is that we will give a

presentation about the institute and professional registration to a group of employees

who work with explosive substances and articles, followed by Q&a and the opportunity

to complete their membership application form and also start their professional

registration application at the same time. The hope is that their membership application

will be approved in good time and time gap between becoming a member of the

institute and their professional registration will be reduced by running the two

processes in parallel.

Ken Cross MBe ceng Msc Bsc(hons) fiexpe

registrar

Development Office
for explosives skills
(DOes) programme
Manager update
it was great to meet new iexpe members and friends
at the iexpe agM and conference, this was very well
organised and well received by those present, the
presentations were informative and enjoyable.  i also
continue to work with sector skills strategy group
(sssg) employers to plan site visits, cpD events and
presentations (employer lead, DOes pM supporting/
promoting) and these visits and events will be updated
via the iexpe web pages.   

i wish to pass on my sincere thanks to John anderson,
MD Weapons Division, QinetiQ for his professional
stewardship and chairmanship of the sssg over the
last 4 years; it has been a pleasure and privilege to
work with him and i wish him every success in the
future.  i wish to welcome Mark hardman, MD roxel
ltd who will be taking over the chairmanship of the
sssg and i look forward to working with him.       

The sssg employers continue to support the early
careers focus group (ecfg) in the planning for the
early careers in Weapons and explosives symposium
(5th to 6th July, heythrop park in Oxfordshire) and will
coincide with the next sssg board meeting, so should
encourage Director level attendance at the event.  i
wish to also pass on my personal thanks to sian slater,
chair of the ecfg for her professional support and
enthusiasm over the last 12 months in taking forward
the ecfg and wish her best wishes in her new
employment. contact for the ecfg is via email:
earlycareerssymposium@gmail.com   

The 2016 sssg Ordnance, Munitions and explosives
symposium will be held at the Defence academy,
shrivenham on 1st to 2nd november 2016, the theme
of the symposium will be “Technology risk in
acquisition”. This will include the risks associated with
the use of energetic materials in weapon systems. if
you wish to submit an abstract that you consider is
also relevant to the overall theme, please email your
abstract of around 200 words to
caroline@symposiaatshrivenham.com 

if any iexpe member has any questions, please feel
free to contact me for details. 

Allan Hinton finstlM McMi cMilT aiexpe

DOes programme Manager

Email: doespm@iexpe.org or secretariat@iexpe.org
Mobile: 07866 429559 Tel: 01785 240154 
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When this edition of the Journal is published the explosives industry
forum (eif) will have met on the 19th of May at hse’s Bootle
offices and a report of that meeting will appear in september’s
edition.

following January’s meeting Dr richard Daniels (hM chief inspector
of explosives) wrote to members of the eif on the 31st of March to
describes the outcomes of the review of the period of validity of
competent authority Documents for fireworks that he had
commissioned, provide an update on classification turnaround
times and provide ‘top tips’ for complete applications for the
classification of fireworks for transport.  

Dr Daniels told the members of the eif that some change is
possible and that with immediate effect, all of the competent
authority Documents (caD) that hse issues when it assigns or re-
validates classifications for the transport of fireworks would now
be valid for 10 years rather than the existing 5 years. This will
benefit business by reducing the burdens on the sector from
current arrangements. 

he also told members of the eif that hse will continue to ask caD
holders to review the articles listed on caD schedules as the caD
approaches the end of its period of validity. This is needed to verify
that the assigned classifications for fireworks remain valid and in
line with hse’s administration of the aDr requirements and
specifically that: 
• the data provided to hse and used as the basis of the

classification assignment has not changed; 
• the manufacturer has not changed ; and 
• any changes to chapter 2.1 of aDr since the firework was

originally classified have been considered ensuring the
classification either: 
• remains as originally assigned; or 
• is changed to a different hazard division. 

he said that hse will continue to work with sector representatives
to identify additional ways to improve the classification process
and will also review with the sector how the information held on the
classification status of individual fireworks can best be made
available to manufacturers, importers, distributors, users and
regulators. 

Dr Daniels also informed eif members of an analysis of the
applications submitted to hse for the classification of fireworks
over the last 12 months to ensure that hse was processing these
as effectively as possible.

The analysis identified that when applicants provide all of the
information necessary for completing an assignment with the
application 92% of caDs are agreed within 20 working days and
the average time to process an application to the point where the
caD is agreed is 12.5 days. unfortunately only 46% of the
applications hse receive are accompanied at the outset by all of
the information necessary to complete the classification
assignment. This means that hse have to seek further information
from applicants which lengthens the process and means additional
cost to the applicant.

Mr adam’s ‘top tips’ for complete applications for the classification
of fireworks for transport are:

In general: 
1. ensure the english translation is provided on the drawings for

all the components in the firework. 
2. ensure the compositional information is completed fully and

the quantities are accurate e.g. in the tables on drawings. 
3. ensure the firework type is correctly identified and that the

appropriate dimensions are provided – cross reference to the
un default table and hse web-site. 

4. if non-blackpowder compositions are used to produce an aural
effects or as a bursting charge or lifting charge and are not to
be considered ‘flash composition’, hsl flash composition Test
data must be provided which shows the pressure rise time is
greater than 6 ms. 

5. ensure that the spreadsheet and drawings match / are
consistent with each other.

And additionally when the firework is packed in mitagatory
packaging to:
ensure the technical details of the mitigatory packaging is
provided including external dimensions, thickness of wire, size of
mesh and banding arrangements, preferably with an illustrative
drawing. This information will be transferred to the front sheet of
the caD. 
1. ensure full series 6 test results(ie (a), (b) & (c)) are provided -

due to the additional confinement provided by the mitigatory
packaging. 

2. ensure the orientation of the packages when tested covers the
worst case e.g. 5 sided mesh.

3. Where analogy is claimed against a tested item, information
should be provided on a comparative basis for: 
• the total neQ; 
• individual item neQ; and 
• the % flash composition. 

all three of these should be less than the tested item

if you have any suggestions on additional ways to improve hse’s
classification process or on how the information held on the
classification status of individual fireworks can best be made
available to manufacturers, importers, distributors, users and
regulators please can you email the secretariat on
secretariat@iexpe.org or council’s legal and compliance group on
legislation@iexpe.org.

On the 8th of april hse wrote to members of the eif to update
them on the progress that has been made regarding the initiation
of the fundamental review of hse’s approach to explosives
licensing which  has been included as a deliverable in hse’s
business plan for 2016-17. 

hse are currently working to finalise membership of the project’s
governance group which will include Dave Welch, our president.

The principle areas of work that will be covered by the review are: 

• conducting a headline review of hse’s procedure for licensing
(spc/permissioning/34) and the guide to applicants which it
references; 

The Explosives Industry Forum
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Journal Awards
2016

Have your paper/
article published in 

Explosives Engineering
Further your career, get noticed, promote
novel work. Write on any explosive-related
topic, papers/articles to be no more than

3500 words as a Word document. 
Prizes provided by Explosives Engineering Educational

and Research Trust. Winners selected by a panel of judges

Demonstrate your new ideas, forward vision,
perception and innovation in a paper/article for
publication in Explosives Engineering, the quarterly
journal of The Institute of Explosives Engineers,
supporting the professionals in the industry and
promoting the explosives sector worldwide.

Possible themes but others considered:
Binary explosives
Blasting and mining
Demolition
Education and training (CPD)
Environmental concerns
Environmentally friendly munitions, disposal techniques
Explosives equipment and storage
Explosives in oil industry
Explosives manufacture
Fireworks and Special Effects
Health and Safety considerations
Insensitive munitions
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and their disposal
Pyrotechnic compositions
Site remediation
Underwater excavation

Four £500 cash prizes
plus framed certificate each

Competition Prize Categories
• General public/Academics/Students/
Non-members of IExpE

• Associate/Technical Members of IExpE

• Members of IExpE

• Fellows of IExpE

Deadline for submission for the Journal Awards: 
30th November 2016

Results published in Explosives Engineering: 
March 2017

Further information:www.iexpe.org

• reviewing existing application forms;
• identifying the range of approaches that can be taken to

determining the separation distances that appear on licences;
• identifying whether there is a wider role for licences whose

conditions are driven by a detailed assessment of likelihood
rather than a generic assumption of likelihood;

• identifying alternative formats for explosives licences to
those currently in place to include consideration of the
standard terms, explosives schedule and building schedule;

• considering the period that hse grants licences for;
• considering hse’s role in the regulation of the storage of

higher hazard explosives (hT1 & hT2);
• considering hse’s role in the regulation of the ‘fusing

exemption’ for fireworks present on licensed explosives sites;
and

• identifying those scenarios where hse would expect to
regulate the ‘use’ of explosives and other ‘activities’ on a
licensed site by way of the licence.

following on from the very effective engagement and significant
contribution made by the wider sector to both the transposition of
the recast of the civil use explosives Directive and the explosives
legislative review, the review’s project team will be ‘taking over’
the elr community and the elr e-mail account
elr@hse.gsi.gov.uk  following the coming into force of the
explosives regulations 2014 (amending) regulations 2016
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/explosives/regulations2016.htm ) on the
20th of april. some of you will no doubt note the appropriateness
of the existing acronym!

hse will be using that community and e-mail account as its
principle communication route and would be grateful if any
correspondence on the review could be sent to the elr e-mail
account. 

hse plan to gather views from both representative organisations,
such as the institute, individual licensees and cross-sector groups
such as the sssg’s topic groups.  if you would like to contribute to
the institute’s input to the review please can you email the
secretariat at secretariat@iexpe.org or council’s legal and
compliance group at legislation@iexpe.org with your views. if you
want to make an individual response or suggestions on how hse’s
licensing of explosives manufacture and storage can be improved
you can contact the project team directly at elr@hse.gsi.gov.uk.

eif agendas, papers and minutes are available on hse’s explosives
group Web community at http://webcommunities.hse.gov.uk/
connect.ti/explosives/grouphome 

Martyn Sime Bsc(hons) pgDip Mrsc cchem Miexpe

Email: legislation@iexpe.org 
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aside from experimental testing, predicted loadings can also be
derived using suitably validated software codes. This study uses
one such code to assess the influence of target placement on the
blast loading experienced.

Blast wave interaction
When a blast wave hits a target of finite size, it reflects from it and
diffracts around it, modifying the pressure-time histories of nearby
waves. reflections can result in an amplification effect through a
superposition with the incident blast wave (see figure 2a).
Diffractions can result in a shielding (or shadowing) effect
decreasing the intensity of the blast wave, such as in the region
behind the structure (remennikov and rose, 2005; needham,
2009) (see figure 2b).

figure 2. schematic showing formation of: (a) an amplification effect and (b)

a shielding effect.

previous research investigating the interactions of blast waves with
structures has focused largely on the local ‘clearing’ effects
experienced by structures of finite size when exposed to a blast
wave (rickman and Murrell, 2007; shi et al., 2007; Ballantyne et al.,
2009; Qasrawi et al., 2015). recent studies have led to new
perspectives on the mechanisms for the clearing effect and
proposed methods to calculate their extent (rigby et al., 2014a).

in terms of blast wave interference, a growing body of research has
been conducted investigating blast loadings in urban streetscape
environments. early work conducted by smith and rose (2000)
investigated the features of urban streetscape environments that
amplify blast effects using experimental study and computational
fluid dynamics (cfD) software. remennikov and rose (2005)
subsequently conducted a detailed series of numerical simulations

Introduction
internationally, a substantial body of experimental testing has been
conducted to assess the performance of glazing and other
structural components, such as walls and doors, under blast loading.
This often takes place in large-scale arena tests and involves
setting up numerous targets at different ranges around a central
charge. This setup is employed to maximise the usable arena space
in each shot, thereby improving cost-efficiency and helping to
achieve ‘best value’.

Overall, arena test charge sizes can vary from 10s of kg to 10s of
tonnes, but the most common charge sizes in uK testing are in the
100s of kg range, all measured in TnT equivalence (TnTe).

uK arena testing of glazing commonly follows the general principles
of ISO16933:2007 Glass in Building – Explosion-resistant Security
Glazing – Test and Classification for Arena Air-blast Loading.
glazing targets are commonly 1.25 x 1.55 m in size and are typically
mounted in cubicles; either 2.4 m wide x 2.4 m high front-face
dimensions with a single landscape aperture, or 3.2 m wide x 3.15 m
high front-face dimensions with twin portrait apertures, as shown in
figure 1.

uK arena testing of walls and doors commonly follows 21/09 Home
Office Test Standard for Protected Spaces (Explosion Resistant
Walls and Doors). Wall targets are commonly constructed up to
3.0 m wide x 3.5 m high and mounted within a cubicle formed from
reinforced concrete culvert units 3.45 m wide x 3.9 m high, as
shown in figure 1.

figure 1. Typical glazing targets mounted in a single aperture cubicle and a
double aperture cubicle, and a typical wall target mounted in a reinforced
concrete cubicle (courtesy of Dnv gl).

The actual blast loading imposed on the targets during testing is
generally measured using a reinforced concrete gauge block of a
similar size to the target, positioned at a matching range and with
pressure transducers mounted in appropriate locations, flush with
the face of the gauge block.

By assuming a hemispherical blast front, one can infer identical
loadings on targets of the same size located at the same range as
well as on appropriately-sized and located gauge blocks.

however, problems may occur where targets are placed too close
together and blast load interactions with individual targets begin to
interfere with the loading experienced by other neighbouring targets.

Large-scale explosive arena trials – 
is your target being loaded correctly?
By Dr Thomas Payne Bsc Msc phD, Andrew Williams ceng Mice MclOB aiexpe, 
Thomas Worfolk Beng aMieT and Dr Samuel Rigby Meng phD Miexpe
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using air3D cfD software to investigate shadowing and
amplification effects from buildings in an urban terrain. in recent
years, a significant focus has been placed upon internal explosions
and different building geometries.

however, to the authors’ knowledge, there are no research studies
investigating the specific interferences introduced due to the
proximity of neighbouring structures in arena blast trials. 

pressure and impulse are widely acknowledged to be the two key
contributory factors relating to blast load damage on structures.
although the negative phase has been shown to be influential in
blast damage, particularly in more frangible structures (rigby et al.,
2014b), this study focuses on rigid targets and these effects have
been neglected.

To achieve ‘best value’ in testing it is beneficial to include as many
targets as possible within each arena. in practice, two engineering
‘rules of thumb’ are typically used as a guideline for engineers in the
field to ensure that individual targets do not adversely influence the
blast loading on other adjacent or nearby targets.

• For two cubicle targets at the same stand-off range: a minimum
separation of two cubicle widths between the targets.

• For two cubicle targets at different stand-off ranges: a minimum
angle of 45° between the centreline of the targets measured
from the detonation point.

examination of the interference effects of the positive phase
loading phenomena from rigid target obstructions will enable more
informed cubicle placement in arena blast trials. such information
could also be used to confirm the veracity of these engineering rules
of thumb and potentially permit a greater number of cubicle targets
to be positioned around a charge, thus increasing efficiency and
reducing costs.

The following two photographs show a typical arena test setup
before (figure 3) and during (figure 4) a test.

This study aims to use conventional numerical modelling techniques
to examine the influence of cubicle positioning in large-scale arena
blast trials and present a series of recommendations for placement
in a format that can easily be used by engineers in the field. 

Methodology
Modelling software and approach
cfD software package air3D (cranfield university, uK) (rose, 2006)
was used for all simulations in this study as the software provided a
verified level of blast wave fidelity and phenomenology whilst
possessing a relatively low computational expenditure. 

The software requires the following assumptions for any scenario:
• the ground surface and targets are considered perfectly rigid; 
• the impacts of thermal shocking and detonation products are

ignored; 
• air and other gaseous products are treated as ideal; and
• the blast wave is assumed to be spherical/hemispherical.

To determine the influence of arena test cubicles on nearby blast
waves, a series of paired simulations were run: one free-field and the
other with a single obstructing cubicle target present. The
differences in incident overpressure-time histories were then
examined between free-field and obstructed-field simulations to
identify the degree of interference in peak incident overpressure
(ps+) and incident positive phase impulse (is+) from each test
configuration.

in each simulation:
• The target cubicle (in obstructed-field simulations only) was

fixed at a range of between 15 and 50 m in 5 m intervals.
• The cubicle was given dimensions of 3.50 m x 3.95 m x 3.00 m

(width x height x depth), representative of a typical wall target.
• arrays of pressure gauges were distributed radially in an arc

from the explosive source, each array contained a total of 400
gauges evenly distributed over the region of interest at a height
of 2.00 m (approximately half the cubicle height).

• The gauge arcs were positioned in 5 m stand-off intervals from
the target (i.e. a 35 m stand-off target would have gauges on
arcs at 35 m, 40 m, 45 m and 50 m stand-off ranges).

• a 100 kg TnTe charge (using air3D default TnT charge
parameters) was used.

an example 2D schematic of the test configuration has been shown
in figure 5. 

figure 5. schematic of simulation test configuration.

figure 3. general view of a typical arena test setup (courtesy of Dnv gl).

figure 4. general view of a typical arena test in progress (courtesy of Dnv gl).
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Model development and software validation
in air3D, explosive simulations are treated in a multi-stage process
through 1D, 2D and 3D domains. in the 1D domain, the simulation is
performed to model the formation of the wave up to the nearest
surface, in this case the ground. as it reaches this first surface it
ceases to be spherically symmetric. The solution is remapped into
2D with a reflective ground surface and an axisymmetric simulation
is run that models blast wave formation and propagation up to the
point where it interacts with the second surface, in this case the
target structure. Once it reaches this second surface it is no longer
axisymmetric and the solution is remapped to a 3D domain, where
the interaction between the blast wave and the structural target is
simulated.

The air3D version 9.0 users’ guide (rose, 2006) states that “problems
should be set up initially using a discretisation that allows an accurate
description of the problem geometry and captures all major aspects
of the flow-field: correct number and duration of shock waves”. Mesh
refinements were therefore conducted in all domains to ensure that
blast phenomena were adequately represented, balancing accuracy
and computational cost.

a series of iterative mesh refinement simulations informed the use
of 1 mm and 20 mm cell sizes for 1D and 2D simulations
respectively. 3D mesh refinement simulations were compared with
cOnWep (us army corps of engineers, engineer research and
Development centre) hemispherical burst parameters to provide a
measure of the absolute accuracy of the predictions (figure 6). 
This convergence study demonstrated a 3D cell size of 100 mm
delivered a reasonable level of accuracy relative to computational
costs.

The air3D software output was further validated by conducting
separate, blind predictions of a set of experimental blast trials
conducted at the university of sheffield (Tyas et al., 2011). The
experiments investigated clearing effects using a 250 g c4
hemispherical explosive charge against a 675 x 710 mm rigid target
at ranges of 4-10 m.

figure 7 shows a comparison between the pressure-time histories
and cumulative impulse-time histories from the experimental test
data and the air3D predictions for the gauge located centrally in the
target face.

figure 6. comparison of ps+ and is+ of different cell size
simulations against cOnWep hemispherical burst
predictions.

figure 7. comparison between air3D predictions and
experimental test data (Tyas et al., 2011) for targets at: (a)

4 m and (b) 10 m ranges.
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These comparisons demonstrate an acceptable level of accuracy for
predicted pressure-time histories. The predictions for peak
reflected, positive phase impulse (ir+) values were found to match
the mean experimental values to within 3%.

Post-processing
given the significant quantities of data produced by the arrays of
pressure gauges, MaTlaB® (Mathworks ltd., Ma, usa) was
selected as the post-processing tool due to its robust and efficient
processing capabilities.

in each simulation, the pressure-time histories extracted from
air3D were imported into MaTlaB® and processed to determine
ps+ and is+ values. The array of ps+ and is+ values from the free-field
simulations were then processed alongside the corresponding
values from the obstructed-field simulations to calculate the
percentage difference (or interference) at each gauge position.
given an array of percentage difference values for ps+ and is+, a
threshold value could be applied and the corresponding cartesian
co-ordinate location could be identified. 

for instances where the fixed target and measurement location
were at the same stand-off range from the charge, the straight line
distance between the edge of the fixed target and the threshold co-
ordinate was determined using simple pythagoras (figure 8a). for
instances where the fixed target was at a different range to the
measurement location, the straight line separation from the fixed
target at the same range was calculated. To achieve this, the
equation of the line from the threshold point to the origin was
calculated and used to determine the intersection with the fixed
target gauge arc (figure 8b). This point was then, in turn, used to
calculate the straight line distance to the fixed target edge and the
corresponding value of θ.

Results
General trends
The visualisations in figure 9 (see over
page) show, in plan view, an example of
peak incident overpressure (ps+) and
incident positive phase impulse (is+)
interference fields around a fixed target
cubicle positioned at a 15 m stand-off
range recorded at approximately 2 m
above ground level.

figure 9a and figure 9c show plan views
(in half symmetry) of the ps+ and is+

interference fields respectively around a
fixed target cubicle positioned at a 15 m
stand-off range.

figure 9b and figure 9d show the
calculated percentage difference
between the interference fields above
and the associated free-field
measurements expected within the
domain, for ps+ and is+ respectively.

it is evident that there are differences in
the magnitudes of effects of ps+ and is+

and the regions affected by the target. it
is also clear that there are significantly greater differences in ps+

than is+ in the immediate proximity to the fixed target. 

figure 10 ( see over page) shows the radial distances from the fixed
target to the position of maximum interference and limit of
interference (free-field equivalent position) for ps+ and is+. in all
cases, the maximum interference and the limit of interference in ps+

occurs at much closer proximity to the target than is+.

assuming the relationship to be linear, the critical angles for
maximum interference and limit of interference were 21.7° and
35.7° in ps+ respectively, and, 39.7° and 44.6° in is+ respectively.
from these values, the angle for ‘limit of interference’ in is+ appears
to correspond well with the 45° recommended in established rules
of thumb.

Recommended separation distances
as greater separation distances were required to elicit free-field
equivalent is+ values than ps+ values, impulse predictions have been
used to derive a series of recommended separation distances for
cubicle targets in blast testing arenas. note that the values in this
table represent the separation distances required at the same range
as the fixed target and, where necessary, should be used to infer
target position at greater stand-off distances via the method shown
in figure 8b as the angle of the ‘limit of interference’ has been shown
to be effectively constant with increasing distance from the
explosive origin as in figure 10 (see over page).

Table 1, (see over page), presents the recommended separation
distances to achieve ‘0% threshold’, or free-field equivalent ps+ and
is+ values for targets at a stand-off range between 15 and 50 m. it
also gives the recommended separation distance to achieve
‘2% Threshold’ and ‘5% Threshold’ values.

The terms ‘fixed target location’ and ‘variable target location’ in this
table pertain to the method by which cubicles should be positioned.
The fixed target is considered stationary with the variable target
positioned relative to it.

figure 8. schematic showing the calculations performed to determine
minimum separation distances at different interference thresholds when the
fixed target and measurement positions are at: (a) the same stand-off range;
and (b) different stand-off ranges.
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figure 9. visualisations of interference by a fixed target obstacle at 15 m. contour plots show examples of: (a)
obstructed-field ps+; (b) percentage differences in ps+; (c) obstructed-field is+; and (d) percentage difference in is+.
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recommended separation distance tables can be established for
any given percentage interference value through further processing
of the existing results dataset.

note that in some instances, at greater interference thresholds,
separation distances have not been quoted. This is because, for that
specific location, the obstructed-field is+ value does not deviate
from the free-field value by more than the relevant percentage
threshold.

figure 10. graphs showing the levels of interference introduced by fixed
target obstacles at different relative target separations for: (a) ps+; and (b) is+.

Table 1.recommended clear separation distances to achieve representative
(0% interference) free-field ps+ and is+ values, 2% interference values and 5%
interference values for fixed and variable targets at different stand-off
ranges.

Discussion
This study provided a series of recommendations for cubicle
positioning in arena blast trials through the determination of the
differences in free-field pressure-time histories, with and without
an obstructing target present, using numerical modelling
techniques. in all conditions, there was a greater interference to
peak incident overpressure (ps+) values than to incident positive
phase impulse (is+) values in the region immediately surrounding the
fixed target. however, ps+ values were found to return to free-field
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equivalents relatively close to the target, whilst is+ values remained
significant at greater distances. consequently, is+ interferences
governed the separation distance recommendations.

To examine the appropriateness of the existing engineering rules of
thumb typically used as a guideline for engineers in the field, a
direct comparison has been made with the new recommendations.

in these existing rules of thumb, for targets at the same range and
assuming a wall target of 3.50 m width, a practical
recommendation of 7 m is given (two cubicle widths). The
recommendations from the present study vary between 3.88 m
and 6.92 m based on target range. This suggests that the rule of
thumb is of a similar magnitude to predictions in far-field
conditions, but conservative for targets in the near field where a
smaller separation could be applied and more targets could
potentially be distributed around the charge.

The minimum separation angle of 45° corresponds very well with
the angle for the limit of is+ interference of 44.6° established in
this study. however, it should be noted that these measures are not
directly comparable and the angles illustrated in figure 10 have
been based on an average taken from many simulations with
different fixed target ranges and measurement positions (but the
same relative separation). Therefore, it is likely that there will be
variations based on individual test configurations. although 45°
acts as a reasonable estimate, there will be many situations where
this rule of thumb will not be appropriate and the table
recommendation distances should take precedence over the
established rules of thumb.

Conclusions
in arena blast tests, a lack of careful consideration of the
positioning of target cubicles around a charge can result in either:
sparsely distributed targets, which poorly utilise test range space;
or targets positioned too closely together, which can result in
undesirable interference effects by either increasing or decreasing
incident blast wave parameters.

an extensive and systematic modelling study was undertaken using
air3D to identify the differences in peak incident overpressure and
incident positive phase impulse caused by a fixed target
obstruction. The study indicated that, in all conditions, a greater
separation distance was required to achieve free-field impulse
values than free-field pressure. a bespoke series of
recommendation tables has been presented for different
permissible interference thresholds, which can be used by
engineers in the field to identify minimum separation distances for
targets at different ranges. 

The results indicate that the established ‘rules of thumb’ for
separation of targets at different ranges (45°) still hold some
practical relevance, whilst the recommendation for targets at the
same range (two cubicle widths) are generally conservative and not
applicable to all test configurations.
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Solving the 
SS Richard
Montgomery
problem with
innovation and
collaboration

Background
The ss richard Montgomery was a us liberty ship built in 1943 by
st John’s river ship Building company, Jacksonville, florida. in
august 1944, two months after the D-Day landings, the ship sailed
from the usa bound for the uK and then france, carrying a cargo of
various aircraft munitions of us design, totalling approximately
7,000 tons. On arrival, it was anchored in the Thames estuary. at the
height of a spring tide on 20th august 1944 the ship’s anchor
dragged and she drifted onto the sheerness Middle sands (little
nore) approximately 200m north of the Medway channel. The
vessel grounded amidships on the crest of the bank, initially
resulting in hogging and the hull plates forward of the bridge
beginning to split1.￼
a cargo salvaging operation began three days after the initial
stranding. The larger part of the munitions carried were removed
from the holds until, after 11 days, the vessel flooded forwards in a
gale and sank, resulting in it breaking its back. The removal effort
succeeded in fully emptying hold numbers 4 and 5 of explosive
cargo and partially emptied holds 1, 2 and 3. approximately 1,400
tons net explosive quantity (neQ) remains in the forward section3.
The two sections, forward and aft, now lie in 15 metres of water
with the masts protruding at all states of the tide. 

By David Wyse Meng Minstre MieT and 
Rob Leary Msc MiMeche Miexpe MllrsM

The SS Richard Montgomery was wrecked in the Thames Estuary
in 1944, with munitions making up 1,400 tons of explosive still on
board. Over the years considerable work has been conducted to
assess the threat it poses and how it should ultimately be dealt
with. The longer it remains in place, the more difficult it will be to
accurately identify and understand the risks from implementing a
future course of action that may reduce or remove the hazard that
it poses. The current wreck management strategy of non-
interference requires re-evaluation to ensure the safety risk to the
public is minimised. 

On behalf of the UK Department for Transport (DfT), Dstl and
Frazer-Nash assembled a Munitions Working Group (MWG) of
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in 2015, including SDE Ltd, OTS
Ltd, Cranfield University and QinetiQ Ltd to investigate this
problem. The MWG continues to deliver an innovative work
package to analyse different wreck management strategies and
provide an associated probability of mass detonation.

ss richard Montgomery with the 3 masts showing above the waterline.



munitions on board the wreck thus presents a significant danger to
life, national infrastructure and private property.

as part of the non-intervention strategy currently in place, a sonar
survey of the wreck is carried out each year, with a detailed diver
survey completed every ten years. The last diver survey was
completed in 20134 and the last published sonar survey in 20145.
There is evidence that the structure of the wreck is deteriorating,
but estimates of its remaining life before major structural failure
occurs need to be further refined in order to better understand the
risks involved.

a summary of the munitions believed to be on board and their
locations within the forward section is shown in Table 1. The
condition, sensitivity and explosive power of the munitions after
more than 70 years on the sea bed is not known.

Requirement
in support of the overall objective of enabling the DfT to make
informed decisions regarding how best to manage the ss richard
Montgomery, the question ‘what is the probability of mass
detonation of the munitions’ was posed to Dstl. This was to be
examined over a range of timescales (now, in 10 years’ and 30 years’
time) and against a number of courses of action (do nothing,
conventional removal of the munitions, lift and shift the wreck as
one, or bund the wreck and infill it in situ).

The wreck of the ss richard Montgomery is designated as a
dangerous wreck under section 2 of the uK protection of Wrecks
act 1973. There is a prohibited area around the wreck and it is an
offence to enter this area without the written permission of the uK
secretary of state for Transport. The wreck is clearly marked on the
relevant admiralty charts, the prohibited area around the wreck is
ringed with four cardinal buoys and twelve red danger buoys, and
the wreck is under 24-hour surveillance by Medway ports under
contract to the Maritime and coastguard agency4. 

The ss richard Montgomery is predominantly of steel construction
that will corrode over time, eventually resulting in structural
collapse or loss of containment; the former being of interest to this
study in particular, given the associated threat posed to the
munitions on board the wreck.

Current Situation
The ss richard Montgomery lies between two busy shipping lanes
that lead to the major container handling facilities at Thamesport on
the isle of grain, and london gateway port in the Thames. The Kent
coastal town of sheerness lies to the south, and southend in essex
to the north. The east side of the isle of grain, closest to the wreck,
is also home to grain power station, a liquefied natural gas (lng)
terminal and a decommissioned oil refinery. Mass detonation of the

figure 1. liberty-class cargo vessel2..

figure 2. ss richard Montgomery sonar scan 2013.
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Approach
Through the collaboration of Dstl with five other industry experts
and academic partners, a Munitions Working group (MWg) was
established in 2015 to establish a methodology for determining the
probability of mass detonation. ‘Mass detonation’ was defined as the
detonation of more than 90% of the munitions in any of the three
holds. how a detonation would communicate and propagate to other
holds would also be examined.

previous studies over the years1, 2 have considered the risks from
the munitions on board the wreck; however the discussion and
conclusions within these reviews were based on assumptions that

Table 1 - Munitions believed to be on board the ss richard Montgomery and
their location.

Hold Munitions Quantity Filling NEQ (tons)

1 pyrotechnic signals 79 cases pyro 2

smoke bombs, 100 lb Wp 1429 cases Wp 65

‘clusters’ (pyrotechnic device) and signals 256 boxes pyro 31

signals 560 boxes pyro -

Bomb 250 lb TnT an-M57 1500 TnT 84

Bomb 500 lb TnT an-M64a1 1407 TnT 167

Bomb 1000 lb TnT an-M65 850 TnT 208

2 Bomb sap 500 lb an-M58 574 amatol 41

Bomb sap 1000 lb TnT an-M59 1068 TnT 140

Bomb gp 2000 lb TnT an-M66 286 TnT 144

Bomb gp 1000 lb TnT an-M65 588 TnT 140

B260 lb fragmentation bomb M81 521-580 comp B 9

fragmentation bomb clusters: 5297 cases - 9

an-M1a1 6x20 lb (fuzed) TnT -

and/or an-M4a1 3x23 lb (unfuzed) TnT -

and/or an-M81 B260 lb comp B -

3 Bomb sap 1000 lb M59 1170 TnT 163

Bomb gp 1000 lb M65 406 TnT 99

Bomb sap 500 lb M58 1351 amatol 97

fuzes ~250 boxes - -

figure 3. Bow-tie diagram notation.
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may, or may not, be valid. in addition the focus of assessment for
the risks varied across the reviews. consequently there was
insufficient evidence to support a claim that all reasonably
foreseeable risks had been identified and that the associated
assessments were reasonably defensible. Therefore an innovative
new method of systematically identifying all of the risks was
required.

Bow-Tie Diagrams
Bow-tie diagrams are typically used to support the visualisation of
accident sequences, and assessment of associated risk through
analysis of the effectiveness of barriers to progression of the
accident sequence. The power of a bow-tie diagram is that it gives
an overview of multiple plausible scenarios, in a single picture. it
provides a simple visual explanation of a risk that may be much
more difficult to explain otherwise. a generic bow-tie diagram is
shown in figure 3. 

a bow-tie diagram considers the following elements:
• cause - the source of a threat
• Threat - an event that may cause the top event to occur
• Barrier - a control, or characteristic of the system under

consideration, that prevents progression of the accident
sequence

• Degradation mechanism - a cause of reduction of the
effectiveness of a barrier

• improvement mechanism - a cause of enhancement of the
effectiveness of a barrier

• hazard - something which has the potential to cause damage, 
e.g. munitions

• Top event - the point at which control is lost over the hazard; e.g.
munitions initiation

• consequence - the outcome(s) of the top event

The tailored use of bow-tie diagrams in the ss richard Montgomery
work presented the munition initiation and consequence sequences
for each scenario under consideration, including communication
between holds (figure 4, see over page), and informed the
subsequent development of event and fault trees.

Fault trees and events
fault trees were developed in order to address the question of the
probability of mass detonation for the different scenarios explored
in the bow-tie diagrams, including ‘do nothing’. The basis of each tree
was a set of discrete ‘events’, each of which had their own
associated probabilities of occurring. This included potential
incidents such as a ship colliding with the wreck, or shock to
detonation transition (sDT) from one munition to another, for



• 10% likelihood that the probability is 1
• 50% likelihood that the probability is between 1 and 0.1
• 30% likelihood that the probability is between 0.1 and 0.01
• 10% likelihood that the probability is between 0.01 and 0.001

Tasks to quantify event probabilities
however, despite attempts to quantify the event probabilities
themselves there was insufficient information to do so with any
reasonable degree of accuracy. While some specific probabilities
could reasonably be estimated as 1 (worst case), for many of the
170 individual events described by the bow-tie diagrams and fault
trees, no probability assessment could be made.  

The MWg determined that additional work would be required to
quantify each event probability, by undertaking focussed tasks that
constituted real-world study or investigation of each subject area.
One hundred and twelve tasks were defined that would lead to,
directly or indirectly, the ability to quantify each of the event
probabilities. The tasks were broadly grouped into the following
areas, and included live testing of replica and recovered munitions
from the ss richard Montgomery which would provide validation
data for the modelling work:

example. Through the use of Boolean logic gates using anD or Or
terms, the event probabilities could be combined to determine the
‘top event’ of mass detonation for any given scenario. figure 5
shows a simplified example of a fault tree.￼
given the nature of the events to be assessed (e.g. munitions in an
unknown state within a deteriorating wreck), it was expected that
there would be uncertainty associated with each probability
assessment, and ultimately uncertainty associated with the
calculated probability of mass detonation. consequently it was
recognised that the confidence limits associated with the
calculated probability of mass detonation would need to be
defined.  

confidence limits would be achieved through the use of Monte
carlo simulation methods to determine a probability density
function (pDf). a pDf defines the relative likelihood for a variable
to take on a given value. for example, the confidence limits of a
probability of a munition deflagrating to detonation (DDT) could be
represented as suchi:

figure 4. ss richard
Montgomery detonation
communication.

figure 5. ss richard Montgomery

example fault tree.
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i. please note - this example is illustrative only
and does not represent actual pdf data.



• Threats
• corrosion and collapse modelling
• survey and spatial modelling
• propagation/communication
• DDT/sDT
• fuzes
• pyrotechnics

given the broad range of the work required to quantify the event
probabilities, a cost-effectiveness study was required to determine
how to achieve the optimum combination of tasks for a given
budget, while keeping the probability confidence limits as tight as
possible.

Task cost-effectiveness 
Through analysis of the dependencies between tasks, it was found
that there was a logical structure to the progression of work that
would eventually provide all of the information required to calculate
the probability of mass detonation. The tasks could not be
evaluated in isolation and ranked by some measure of effectiveness
alone, and then selected in or out of the next phase of work, but had
to be seen in the context of the overall wreck as a complex system.

With the dependencies identified, natural break points in the
network of tasks were identified that allowed them to be organised
into discrete work packages (figure 6 shows a general
representation of the network).  

if completed, each work package would provide the best possible
information on a particular aspect of the problem, whether it was
hull corrosion, sDT, or the likelihood of floating debris impacting the
wreck with sufficient force to trigger a reaction from the munitions.
By estimating the time and rough order of magnitude cost for each
work package, a programme was developed for three different
budgets, highlighting what could be achieved and what risks were
likely to be carried if funding dropped below a certain threshold.
This approach had the additional benefit of identifying milestones
at which point the information collected could be used to directly
inform and improve the DfT’s wreck management strategy, as well
as contribute to the probability of mass detonation calculation. for
example, by determining the probability of the hull collapsing, it
would also be possible to estimate the point in the future that this
event would take place, after which the wreck’s condition would
start to change more significantly than it has done so far, with new
potential consequences.

figure 6. representative network diagram for ss richard Montgomery cost-effectiveness analysis.
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Summary
Through the use of innovation and collaboration between public,
private and academic subject matter experts, the MWg developed
a method to determine the probability of mass detonation of the
munitions on board the ss richard Montgomery. By using a
systems approach to engineering, they assessed the most
effective way to conduct the work, and added additional value by
identifying areas of direct relevance to the wreck management
strategy.

The ss richard Montgomery represents a unique and significant
problem to which there are no easy answers, as its continued
existence after 70 years attests, however, the longer the wreck
remains in place, the more complex it may become to understand it
as the state of the structure, and potentially the munitions,
continues to deteriorate.
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From battlefield
to laboratory:
blast waves and
experimental techniques

Introduction
The effects of explosive loading on rocks, buildings and structures
are well known to explosives engineers. in the military realm, studies
of improving performance, delivery of explosive energy, and the
counter-balance of developing suitable protection have been
ongoing throughout recorded history. in recent conflicts a series of
weapons have been fielded which use primarily blast effects1,2. The
reason is that the combatants are using munitions in a relatively
simplified arrangement to function anti-personnel or anti-vehicle
land-mines. it is relatively easy to detect buried metal objects, so
such devices may have low or no-metal content: many ieDs consist
of a large explosive charge contained in a plastic vessel with a single
detonator. 

The detonation of weakly confined explosive means that blast is the
dominant effect. The fragments and projectiles produced by such
ieDs tend to be formed by the rocks and dirt surrounding the device,
sometimes with the addition of sharp objects placed around the device.

in this respect, the effect of an ieD is more akin to an accident in a
quarry than that associated with a conventional military system.. 

rapid evacuation of casualties and improved medical support have
produced increased survival rates. The effect of this is that many
who would have died in previous conflicts now survive but are more
severly injured. The mitigation of the initial injury and the long-term
rehabilitation of the survivors requires a deeper understanding of
the injury process, the immediate trauma and the underlying changes
in the human body that can lead to long-term medical conditions.

Blast waves: Friedlander and complex
in many explosive textbooks the blast wave is presented in it
simplest form, the friedlander waveform3. This type of waveform,
shown in figure 1(a), corresponds to a detonation of a bare charge in
an open field. The initial part of the blast consists of a sharp,
discontinuous jump in pressure leading to a maximum loading
pressure. This is followed by a slower decrease in pressure to a point
lying below atmospheric pressure. This can be easily visualized; the
initial expansion of the explosive products push outwards moving
both themselves and the surrounding air away from the explosion
site, thus leaving a lower pressure zone behind. as the blast energy
dissipates, this lower pressure zone is then filled by gas sucked back
towards the explosion. Measuring the precise shape of the pressure
pulse produced by a bare charge is of use to engineers in terms of
ranking the blast output of a particular energetic composition. 

however, in a cluttered urban environment or in the confines of a
vehicle, the presence of multiple reflective surfaces means a very
complex waveform can be produced. figure 1(b) shows a schematic
of a blast wave that may be seen inside a vehicle. instead of a high
peak pressure, a much lower, longer-lasting pressure pulse is seen,
with extra peaks and only a small, or absent region of sub-
atmospheric pressure. in the vast majority of cases this wave will be
more complex than shown in figure 1(b).

Thermobaric weapons were developed in the late twentieth century
and used an enhanced, long-lasting blast to push over buildings or
demolish fortifications. however, most of the resulting damage and
casualties seen when these systems were deployed were due to
structural collapse of the building often masking the effect of

injuries due to direct (or primary)
blast injuries or violent
acceleration.

Solid blast
With the introduction of all-metal
battleships and high-velocity high-
explosive munitions, the effects
of blast and impact caused by the
transmission of stress pulses
through the solid structure of the
vessel became more common. in
the age of the Dreadnoughts it
was common for experienced
sailors to walk with bent knees,

This is the first in a series of four papers from the Royal British
Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies at Imperial College
London (CBIS). The increased use of improvised explosives
devices (IEDs) in conflict have brought the study of blast injury
into sharper focus. Some aspects of blast injury have been well
documented; the use of explosives in enclosed environments
such as the mining industry with ‘blast lung’ being the most
well known condition. This article will outline the scope of the
threat, briefly discuss the output from explosive devices and
then present a survey of experimental techniques that can be
used to reproduce the effects of blast and ‘solid blast’ in a
laboratory in a controlled and focused manner.

figure1. (a) The classic friedlander waveform seen in open-field detonation of
bare explosive charges (b) schematic of the waveform seen inside a vehicle.
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during battle, in order to mitigate the effect of
violent jolts caused by this ‘solid blast’. such effects
were more noticeable in the second World War and
resulted in a number of medical and scientific
publications4. from the end of the second World
War onwards the relative decline in direct naval
conflict compared to land and air operations meant
that ‘solid blast’ was not a major subject of on-going
study. 

recent studies within cBis have focused on
determining the forces involved in solid blast. in
particular, the acceleration of 2 x 2.5 m steel plates,
chosen to represent a simple model of the floor of a
vehicle.  The metal plate was fixed 50 cm above an
explosive charge, the charge ranged from 1 kg to 3
kg and was buried with its upper side flush with the
ground’s surface.  The velocity of the motion of the
centre of the panel is shown in figure 2. also shown
in the figure is acceleration of the plate only 5 cm
away from the centre, this has a significantly lower
velocity: while points 50 cm from the centre had
peak velocities much less than 10 ms-1. from this it
can be seen that while the loading produces intense
acceleration such effects are quite localized. This
type of information is useful in the design of
laboratory loading techniques for biological studies
and also in the design of mitigation systems. 

Research strategy
it is obvious that the human body, and biological
specimens in general, present a diverse system with
many interdependent parts: much more complex
than standard engineering materials. The blast
loading wave, with the possibility of multiple wave
reflections, partial mitigation or channeling by
structures, presents a similarly complex system. it
can be difficult to decide where to start: therefore,
a multi-disciplinary approach was used to address
the issues. as a point of principle the research focus
of cBis is guided by a number of factors; injuries
seen in the combat environment; longer-term
pathologies seen in recovering casualties;
development of rehabilitation techniques and
improved prosthetics. These areas will be the
subject of other papers  in this series. figure 3
shows a simplified diagram of how these areas interact and the
desired outcomes.

Laboratory techniques
The study of the dynamic loading of materials is well established
with a number of loading systems and accompanying high-speed
diagnostics.  These techniques allow materials to be loaded from
quasi-static to high-intensity shock loading. a brief outline of a
number of techniques follows: in each case some loading profiles
and application to biological samples is presented. in many cases
the loading platform has to be modified to allow the properties of
the biological tissues to be measured. Biological materials can
generally be classified as soft and heterogeneous, with a low sound
speed and low strength. it is not surprising that many older studies
focused on bone and muscle, which are similar in properties to a
ceramic composite and polymer fibre, respectively. historically,

bone and muscle were often used in tools and hunting equipment
before the corresponding modern engineering materials were
developed. 

increased knowledge and inter-disciplinary interaction has meant
that the need to keep biological materials fresh and chemically
stable is now widely recognized. The result of careful handling mean
these materials often show very reproducible mechanical behaviour
but also improved handling allows post-loading recovery of the
sample allowing in-depth biological characterization of any changes.
given that medical response may be caused by changes at a cellular
level e.g. infection after trauma or on a much larger scale such as the
amputation of a limb, the range of sample sizes is tremendous and
requires careful thought on both the loading device and sample
preparation.
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figure 2. The velocity history of a steel plate 2 x 2.5 m in size, blast loaded at a distance of 50 cm
by a kg explosive charge. The grey line indicate the velocity at the centre of the plate, the blue
line at a point 5 cm from the centre, taken from6.

figure 3. Overarching strategy of the cBis.



The Shock tube: blast waves without explosives
The shock tube is a versatile, simple device invented in 1899, able to
generate a range of well-defined pressure pulses. The shock tube in
cBis is 3.8 m long, with an internal diameter of 59 mm (figure 4).
compressed air is used to pressurize the driver section. This
pressurized gas is held in position by a diaphragm. By bursting  the
aluminum or Mylar® diaphragms, blast waves with magnitudes
between 0.5 to 17.0 bars are produced, equivalent to the output from
a detonation of 20 kg TnT at distances of 1.2 to 12 m7.

as the blast wave propagates along the shock tube, its evolution is
monitored using piezoelectric transducers mounted into the sides of
the tube. if the driving volume is changed the system can produce the
classic friedlander waveform or the longer output seen inside
vehicles.

By a combination of the driving volume and choice of diaphragm the
pressure pulse can be controlled in a relatively simple manner. 

perforated sheets and granular beds can be inserted into the driven
section to reproduce blast attenuation effects. The magnitude of the
pulse can be reduced by decreasing the area of the perforations
(figure 5a). granular beds not only attenuate the blast but also
transform the initial rise into a ramped structure, shown figure 5B,
where beds of different thicknesses are added to the end of the shock
tube7.

Loading techniques across the strain rates
While the shock tube can produce carefully controlled blast waves
allowing the response of material to be studied, injury thresholds
established, and global effects measured,  the blast loading profile is
still complex. The initial part of the wave is associated with intense
but short-lived acceleration, the latter part with much lower but longer
compression, the sub-atmospheric region with tensile forces. in all
cases, many samples will also experience significant shear stress. in
order to address this, a number of techniques are used to reproduce
different elements of this profile. figure 6 places these techniques in
context, while the review by field et al. gives more detail7.

Low-rate loading
soft tissues associated with skin and respiratory system are often
damaged by blast8. characterizing the material properties of these
tissues over a range of loading rates representative of injury conditions
is an important step towards developing biofidelic numerical models for
mitigation and biomedical applications. here we present the low-rate
properties of fresh porcine skin harvested from different anatomical
regions (rump, upper back and thigh). cylindrical specimens, 8 mm in
diameter, were obtained using a biopsy punch. These specimens were
stored in phosphate buffered saline solution at 4oc until mechanical
were tests performed, a maximum of 5 h post-mortem. compression
experiments were performed at different strain rates using an instron
5566. Data obtained at a strain rate of 1.0 s-1 are shown in figure 7.
These data illustrate variation in the relative stiffness of these skin
samples, reflecting differences in their underlying structure and
compositions according to their anatomical origin.

figure 5: (a) Transmitted pressures for various open areas of perforated
galvanized steel sheet and (B) pressures profiles showing effects of granular
beds of 2mm diameter glass spheres 7.5, 12.5 and 15 cm thick. Taken from6.

figure 6. pressure-time outputs from the loading devices described in this article.
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figure 4. schematic of the

shock tube at the cBis.



after compression, skin tissue samples were recovered and fixed in
formaldehyde for 24 h and sections stained with Masson’s trichrome
to investigate the damage caused: the increased presence of dye
indicates disruption of tissue organization, most likely due to
damage of collagen structures in the skin. When these histology
results are compared to those from samples, which have been
dynamically loaded in a hopkinson bar it can be seen that the level of
dye infiltration decreases as the applied strain rate of loading
increases indicating localized, severe damage.

Drop-weight
The drop-weight, sometimes called a fall-hammer, uses a weight
falling under gravity to provide an impulse to a sample. in this regard
it is a simple device to visualize. however, one of the complications
of this device is that we are moving from a regime where the sample
sees the load throughout the structure, to one where it is the wave
transmission through the sample and the loading device, which
produces the output. To have clear results from a drop-weight for
these soft materials the effect of the impacting weight impacting
the sample more than once, due to bouncing, has been eliminated
due to a catching device mounted on the system. similarly the
reflections or ringing within the frame of the drop-weight has been
reduced by careful attention to the loading frame.

The combination of these factors means the output shown in figure
8 can be achieved.

in the example shown in figure 8 the experimental data is shown
along with the output of numerical modeling of the response of the
system and sample. The agreement is close showing how such a
system can be used to compare the predicted response of the
material with experimentally derived values: in this case using water
as a basis for the model when studying cells in a liquid growth media.
This comparison of expected outcome with experimental results is
key to developing appropriate constitutive models for biological
materials under blast and impact loading.

Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar 
The split hopkinson pressure Bar (shpB) is a system where the
impact of a striker on a cylindrical rod produces stress pulses, which
are transmitted onto a sample. The stress pulse is partially
transmitted through, and partially reflected from, the sample: the
shape and intensity of the waves is captured using strain gauges
mounted on the rods. The simplest arrangement for the hopkinson
Bar is shown in figure 9 (see over page). The shpB system used in
these experiments included a momentum capture system so the
sample only saw one stress pulse and the choice of rod materials
was made to be close in mechanical impedance with the sample
material.

These studies have initially focused on understanding more about
the resilience and functional properties of cells that play significant
roles in blast injury. in particular the survivability of mesenchymal
stem cells (Mscs), a cell-type identified to be of potential
importance in the development of heterotopic ossification, a post-
traumatic condition involving the formation of ectopic bone
following blast injury10,11.

using a shpB system12, fitted a biocompatible confinement
chamber figure 9, cells in solution or adhered monolayers to
coverslips were subjected to a range of pressure pulses. The range
of pressure pulses and durations could be varied from 100 to 500
atm and from 100 to 200μs.

figure 8. Top: The sample holder arrangement. Below: the output from the
small drop-weight system used in cBis. The green line is the output from
the system; the blue line shows modeling of the output based on knowledge
of the sample properties.
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figure 7. comparison of the engineering stress-strain curves for skin taken
from different anatomical regions. These were obtained on an instron
testing rig at a strain rate of 1 s-1. Taken from9.



The chamber is composed of a polycarbonate cylinder with inner O-
ring grooves. The chamber is mounted on a compressive shpB
system composed of four bars made from inconel steel, 12.7 mm in
diameter, and 190 mm (striker) or 500 mm (input, output and
momentum trap) in length. liquid samples are inserted using a
syringe through 1 mm diameter counter-bored holes, The chamber
is instrumented with two strain gauges gfla-3-350-70 (Techni
Measure, uK) located halfway along the chamber length and
diametrically opposite each other in order to measure the
circumferential strain in order to fully characterize the samples
loading state during compression. 

The survival of Mscs post compression was assessed using both
Trypan blue dye to count cells and by measuring the cell respiration
levels using the MTs assay. results give quantitative values
showing cell survival decreases as a function of the intensity of the
pressure pulse figure 10. The exact nature of the correlation
between the peak pressure and impulse on cell viability is
complicated both in this experiment and in full blast loading by
other mechanical phenomena such as cavitation which has
previously reported in extracorporeal shock wave treatment and
laser shock experiments13,14. These parameters are undergoing
further study, however, a body of evidence that damaged Mscs can
promote bone formation is emerging10.

The stress pulse height and duration delivered by the shpB to the
sample can be varied systematically by changing the material,
length and velocity of the impactor bar. More subtle changes to the
loading pulse can be achieved by changing the properties of the
interface between the impactor and the input rod: ‘pulse-shaping’.
examples of the some of range of pulse shapes, which can be
produced, are shown in figure 11.

Extreme pressures: plate impact
intense shock wave loading, associated with detonation pressures
can be obtained using plate impact; a technique in which a flat disc
of sample material is struck by a fast moving accurately aligned
impacting plate. The pressures obtained using this technique can be
of the order of 50 gpa, well above the detonation pressure of many
commercial explosives7. While a number of studies exist of
biological materials showing the mechanical response, it is highly
unlikely that a human exposed to such a violently dynamic
mechanical load would survive. however, such studies are of
interest to the survival of small life forms (e.g. bacteria) in comet
and asteroid impact.

figure 9. Top: schematic of split hopkinson pressure Bar arrangement. 
Bottom: experimental assembly for confined shpB experiments with cells in solution or as monolayers on coverslips.

figure 10. comparisons of Msc survival at dynamic pressures, samples
exposed to a ‘blast’ in the shpB compared to control, sham and freeze thaw.
(note: control samples are those materials which are not subject to any
manipulation, while ‘sham’ samples experience the same mechanical
manipulations, are placed in and recovered from the shpB but are not
pressure loaded by the shpB).
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Ballistic impact
Though current conflict has seen increased casualties due to blast
waves, ‘direct’ or ‘solid’. There are numerous studies of ballistic impact
by bullets, fragment-simulating projectiles (fsps), or other
projectiles. While space does not permit an adequate discussion in
this article, it is important to recognize that the loading techniques
here can be used to develop numerical constitutive relations for
biological tissues which can then be used to predict the penetration
and damage inflicted by projectile impact.

Conclusion
This article has briefly outlined some of the loading techniques used
in the study of biological materials to determine the response of
biomaterials and to reproduce the loading produced by large
explosive charges in the laboratory. a summary is presented in Table
1. it is clear that a full understanding of human injury under the
complexity of blast loading requires close working between explosive
engineers, physicists, bioengineers, bioscientists and the medical
community. such a formation exists at the cBis where military
medical officers work side by side with scientists and engineers.
similarly the development of practical blast mitigation protection
depends on determining the injury/damage thresholds and the
defining the underlying effect of variables such as stress level,
loading rate and duration.

figure 11: examples of pulse-shapes produced by a shpB system produced
by changing the striker-input bar interface.
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Table 1. summary of loading parameters of the principal
devices described in this article.

Platform Strain Pulse Impulse
rate (s-1) duration (s) (MPa.s)

(Quasi-static) 0.002 - 0.1 0.1 - 1 5 - 2000
instron

Dropweight 150 - 1000 0.0002 -0.001 0.05

split hopkinson 1000 - 6000 0.0003 0.005
pressure Bar
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in the previous article of this series (Explosives Engineering March
2016) we looked at the practical applications of the explosive
substances and articles (esa) national Occupational standards
(nOs). in this article, we consider some of the changes resulting
from the implementation of the nOs.

Proof of Competence
There are numerous reasons that organizations implement nOs –
it might be to provide a framework for a systematic and objective
process that provides for the recruitment, training, development
and management of explosives workers within an organization or
industry so that future business needs can be met by a technically
skilled workforce. it might be because people are expected to
demonstrate competence (as does the uK’s Ministry of Defence
(MoD)) of its explosives workers; it might be because the company
may be able to negotiate reductions in its insurance premiums if it
can prove the competence of its staff (which can be done through
the achievement of a qualified workforce); it might be because an
organization wants to standardize its systems, processes and
quality standards or it might be because a customer plans to audit
its suppliers and the consistent quality of work may be enhanced
by implementing working to standards.

The uK’s health and safety executive has also stated that if it
carries out an investigation following an explosives incident, one of
its first priorities will be to assess the competence of the people
working a process as measured against the esa nOs. all very
diverse reasons for implementing standards and no doubt, there
are many other reasons too.

Operational Improvements
for many, the benefits lie in the development of people and we
often hear of the growth in confidence that comes with greater
understanding of what is expected. people’s ability to meet
increasing challenges which comes from increased confidence in
turn can lead to people seeking out more responsibility, developmental
opportunities and seeking for themselves new and more challenging
career goals. however, many of the benefits of working to
standards are reflected in the bottom line. in 1996, i visited hydro
polymers, a chemical company based in the north east of england
to find out about their experiences in implementing national
vocational Qualifications (nvQs) that were based on nOs (these
were largely in process Operations and engineering Maintenance),
investors in people and other initiatives focused on enhancing the
skills of its workforce. The story remains relevant to today:

… A combination of very out of date equipment, rigid
job demarcation, too many links in the production

chain and laboriously slow processes had all
conspired to threaten the future of the company.

]
Over an eight year period, the company was restructured into
teams, the terms and conditions were reviewed, and the company
embarked on a massive culture change. employee numbers
dropped from 700 to a current level of 500. But by introducing a
number of initiatives – including investors in people and nvQs – to
achieve all staff’s active participation in improving business
efficiency, hydro polymers has found enormous business benefits.

• savings of £7 million have been made in 5 years
• productivity has risen site-wide (i.e. including non-production

staff) from 174 tons per person employed to 450 tons per
person

• a suggestion from a process Operator has resulted in
improving efficiency by charging agents simultaneously
(instead of consecutively): this has reduced the charging time
from one hour to 25 minutes, and the whole reaction cycle has
reduced by 25%

• These reductions have meant that production has increased
from 10 tons of resin per hour to 16 tons per hour

• suggestions from staff put forward under the TQ reward and
recognition scheme have resulted in savings in one project
alone of £250K.

for one company, numerous changes have resulted from using the
esa nOs even though their implementation is still in its infancy.
first, the implementation of the esa nOs on such a grand scale
(around 600 explosives workers across three uK sites)
necessitated the appointment of a manager which was
incorporated into the specific role of explosives Training. second,
the terms of reference for all explosives workers were aligned
directly to the esa nOs for explosives storage operators,
supervisors and managers.

Driven by the need to comply with MoD and hse regulations, the
implementation of the esa nOs has influenced how the ranges
look at the competence of range staff and, as a result, 13 Trials
conducting Officers and related staff are currently working toward
a l4 Diploma in Defence range safety. The company is therefore
now able to show that its senior range staff can demonstrate their
competence as required by the MoD’s published requirements (see
the article in Explosives Engineering March 2016).

Using the Explosive Substances
and Articles National Occupational
Standards – what results?
By Denise Clarke Ba Ma MloD aiexpe
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The company’s implementation of the esa nOs has identified the
need for more training and development and existing training has
been rewritten to accommodate esa nOs terminology.
consequently, it is easier to identify training gaps – for example, a
need has been identified for more training on explosives awareness
that will meet the requirements of the esa nOs. 

The company runs a scheme that is designed to encourage people
to identify and rectify things that might improve workplace
efficiency and safety and report them, in so doing, share best
practice. it is noticeable that the quality of items reported has
improved of late. as a result of the investment made by the
company in its staff, people feel valued which in turn has boosted
their self confidence and workers now feel more confident about
making suggestions for improvement. The company also runs a
staff suggestion scheme that is a business-wide scheme and to
which all employees can contribute. This scheme provides a useful
vehicle for the suggestions identified through the implementation
of the esa nOs. for example, people’s suggestions on long
established processes have resulted in their becoming more safe
and efficient.

Work structures are already tightly specified but now the company
has the assurance and proof that its processes are operated
correctly. however, as the hazardous area Work instructions come
up for review, they are being reviewed with the esa nOs in mind
and adapted where necessary to meet the standards.

safety performance indicators (spis) show that, historically, of the
safety control measures that have failed, one of the top four points
to competence issues. now, it is easier to target the failures and
understand the reasons for them, in turn, making it easier to
address them. There are now fewer competence- related failures
as a result of implementing the esa nOs because it is easier to
take preventive action. When managers investigate instances
where a process went wrong, it is now done with the esa nOs in
mind: as they are written as specifications of the outcomes of best
practice, this can therefore lead managers to making
recommendations of better ways of working.

a further use of the esa nOs has been to complement the
achievement of other accreditation standards, such as the isO
xx001 series.

The Human Dimension
for the MoD, the esa nOs have been used for altogether different
purposes. historically, the competence of explosives workers was
often assumed and was retained within a small and shrinking
community; it is now defined, is openly available and therefore
offers opportunities for wide engagement and growth.

The esa nOs have provided the catalyst to ‘brigade’ employers
within a small sector to work collaboratively in sustaining
explosives skills capability. The nOs focus on outcomes which
employers generally recognize, which offer a common language or a
bridge by which they can link their diverse businesses objectives to
common issues and collaborative opportunities. evidence of this is
the continued work of the standard setting Body for explosives,
Munitions and search Occupations (ssB for eMsO), the creation of
the sector skills strategy group (sssg) and the Development
Office for explosives skills (DOes). 

a collaborative approach to sustaining the uK’s explosives skills
provides the sector with resilience and cost-effective skill
development solutions i.e.:
• resilience: it offers a national strategy and is therefore

relatively immune to individual organizational changes while
offering vocational and professional careers across the
industry to help attract and retain talent;

• cost-effective: this is achieved through joint training, education
and worker exchange opportunities.

a common theme amongst those interviewed for this article is that
the use of the esa nOs has also raised awareness across a wide
employee base of the need for people to demonstrate their
explosives competence and the need to recognize and reward
achievements. for many, the post assessment feedback process
has helped users to gain clearer understanding of what is expected
of them and the expected quality standards. By making clearer
what happens next and the consequences of their actions, it has
also “woken them up to the processes and protocols they must
follow” and helped them to gain a team focus so that they
understand their own contribution to the team and the
achievement of its goals. One manager said that working to the
esa nOs had “given the workers a pride in what they do because
the esa nOs recognizes their contribution”. conversely, managers
are more aware of how work is structured and what might be
improved - for example, the overlaps and distinctions between
ammunition Workers and explosives inspectors. as a result of
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mapping these roles to the esa nOs, the standards are now being
used to cross-train both groups which will ultimately result in a
more flexible workforce.

One company has produced terms of reference (Tor) for all its
explosives workers which are linked to the esa nOs as well as a
“competence certificate”. These documents set out what is
required of each worker (as described by the esa nOs) and
provides a scale for the extent to which they have achieved the
requirements. The scoring system is as follows:
1 (works under supervision)
2 (works unsupervised) and
3 (supervises others).
an extract of the Tors is shown below.

Terms of Reference (ToRs) for a Range Worker
role holder is accountable to the Manager
assist with preparation of batteries and equipment for trials,
disposals and proof
assist with the firing of trials, disposals and proof as required
assist with post-preparation of batteries and equipment
following activities, including cleaning and returning of stores
carry out area/stop-gate sentry duties when required
assist the foreman with road closures when required
ensure you comply with instructions within risk assessments,
Task instructions and Trials paperwork
carry out duties in a safe and compliant manner etc. etc.

another company has found esa nOs to be useful when auditing
the competence of staff across the various business areas and to
standardize the level of assessment. conversely, it has also been
useful to team members undergoing training to be aware of the
standards that define and underpin competence in order to give
transparency across the business. The use of the standards has
also given a common goal to the staff who work with explosives
although sometimes they do so in isolation. using the common
language of the nOs has allowed staff to communicate easily and
simply in an otherwise technical environment. Or, to put it simply,
“using the common standard of the esa nOs allows us to look for
training and development opportunities without getting too
tangled up in the how, what and why”.

This company has also found that the esa nOs have been found to
be particularly helpful in assessing the competence of staff under
training, in particular, in assessing the competence of the role
holder of explosives practitioner – Team Member. a manager
assessing someone observed that a process did not go as well as
had been expected. Working with the esa nOs relevant to that
process enabled him to explain simply where the team member had
done well and exactly where he had not done so well. This enabled
future development needs to be pinpointed. however, it also meant
that the individual knew what it was that he did not know and the
manager was absolutely clear about the capabilities and areas for
development of his staff.

The use of esa nOs in the uK is progressing slowly but their
uptake is improving as more companies see the benefits that the
esa nOs provide for their workforce and the business. Whilst the
uK regulator expresses interest in explosives competence, the
main drive is from within the explosives community.

note to readers: the esa standards are available free of charge
and can be downloaded from:
www.homelandsecurityqualifications.co.uk/documents

This article first appeared in the SAFEX Newsletter No.47, 4th Qtr.
2013 and has been reproduced here with the kind permission of
the publisher. 

Denise Clarke in Managing Director of Homelands Security
Qualifications (HSQ) - a British-based awarding body that
specializes in the award of explosives-related qualifications.

Further information: 
denise.clarke@homelandsecurityqualifications.co.uk
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in elaine Moore’s column in the spring edition of Fireworks, she
examined what made ordinary people into firework enthusiasts.
‘imagine [she began] a group of children. child a grows up with the
tradition of family fireworks in the back garden; child B is lucky
enough to have parents who can afford large firework displays every
november; child c has an elder sister whose boyfriend brings
fireworks to impress the younger sibling; child D doesn’t like
fireworks; child e is frightened of the bangs the fireworks make;
child x is forbidden from seeing any fireworks and the most he can
hope for is a sneaky peak through the curtains where he might be
lucky enough to glimpse the neighbour’s display.’

since i fall so comfortably into the ‘child a’ group, it has long
fascinated me to know what made others into firework enthusiasts –
when they did not benefit from the steady, reliable, sensible
background of a firework loving family. it was Wilf scott, surely one
of the world’s most famous pyrotechnicians, who began this thought
process by telling me that he hated fireworks when he was young. i
can also recall those who have told me that ‘they drifted into an
enthusiasm for fireworks’.

it is certainly not my intention to duplicate what elaine has written –
it is unlikely that anyone could explain the situation as well as she has
done – but to concentrate on child a because this group so aptly fits
my own situation.

When i think back to the preparations in my garden in Barkingside, it
was just part of life. Yes, the trellis that originally fenced off the first
flower bed but was brought into more productive use in acting as an
ideal frame for the multitude of different catherine wheels was
almost made to be hung over a post. Wasn’t that what all families did?
The metal table was only ever used on guy fawkes’ night – of course
it was; it was the firework table. The galvanised buckets were
employed as firework pales –filled with earth and placed either on or
under the metal table, ready for fireworks to be inserted into them. i
think it would have shocked me if they had been employed for
gardening or carrying water – or any such alien use. all occupied a
place in the ‘garage’ – we had no car and therefore this unlit and dingy
building held such things.

When my Dad and i had returned from a firework buying expedition it
was expected that we should lay out and examine our purchases. My
mother would have found it strange had i not brought them out every
day to fondle, list – and later photograph. Dad sought the sources of
Brock’s, Wells’, pain’s and standard – while i included Wessex, Wizard,
astra, Benwell (and, when we moved west, rainbow). Yes, we differed
slightly in that he insisted on quality whereas, to me, a firework was a
firework and the prettier the label the more desirable the item.

and, of course, the extended family would gather – almost always
at Barkingside but once at my uncle and aunt’s house at newbury
park. now, there was another family locked into the family tradition
– or at least i thought so at the time. perhaps they were supporting
me – as they did in other areas. But, as far as my uncle was
concerned, encouragement from this arp warden whose hand had
a constant tremor from his first World War experiences in the navy,
encouragement was taken to extremes. it was he who sourced the
Wells’ arp Thunderflashes and the smoke bomb for our ‘displays’ –
perhaps the latter was deemed the least acceptable aspect of the
night – and was never experienced after its dramatic introduction.

My daughter grew up with fireworks and, now, my grandchildren
treat fireworks as a normal part of everyday life. While my
daughter is a display firer – or was until the family came along –
and will, i understand, continue to tread the muddy fields lugging
mortars when the children are grown sufficiently to assist. it’s all
very natural isn’t it? perhaps the most encouraging thing my eldest
grandchild has said to me is – after a back garden firework ‘party’ –
‘grandpa, we must have more fireworks; grandpa, i really, really
need some more fireworks.’ i can understand that need and will be
doing better next year!

John Bennett is editor of Fireworks, a magazine for enthusiasts
and the trade. It is obtainable, by credit card on the website
www.fireworks-mag.org or, by post, from Fireworks, PO Box 40,
Bexhill TN40 1GX (tel: 01424 733050; 
email: editor@fireworks-mag.org). 
£10 annual subscription payable to Fireworks Magazine.
Fireworks is also available electronically (See website).

a Wells’ shimmering cascade (top) illuminates the table –
the trellis is long gone.
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Second World War torpedo
detonated
a seven-metre torpedo believed to have been fired at hMs
royal Oak by a german submarine in 1939 was safely
detonated on 6th april 2016. royal navy divers attached
explosives to the torpedo on the seabed in scapa flow,
Orkney. it is now hoped part of the torpedo, including the
propeller, can be salvaged for display. The device was first
spotted in february during a routine sonar survey by sula
Diving for Orkney islands council.  David sawkins, the
deputy harbour master, said: “although it posed minimal
danger to shipping, our responsibility it to operate a safe
harbour and, it was likely to contain live explosives, the
prudent course of action was to alert royal navy bomb
disposal experts”. The royal Oak went down on 14th
October 1939 with the loss of 883 lives.

Daily Telegraph, 7th April 2016

Could British invention
foil terror bombs?
europe has now suffered two major terrorist attacks in under six
months. a total of 162 people were killed in the paris and
Brussels attacks in november and March respectively, not
including the attackers. inspired and directed by so-called islamic
state (is), they detonated a total of eight bombs, using powerful
explosives, reported but unconfirmed as TaTp (triacetone tri-
peroxide). specifically, is there a device on the market that could
be installed, without exorbitant cost, to detect the presence of
explosives in a crowded space such as an airport or station?

scientists at loughborough university, in the east Midlands,
believe they have invented the answer: an explosive residue
detector that uses cutting-edge laser technology. The equipment
in question, dubbed the exDetect, is neither discreet, quiet nor
blessed with any great aesthetic appeal – but, according to
professor John Tyrer, it is non-intrusive and could be just what is
needed to save lives.  “i’m sorry to say, but at the Brussels attack,
this would have instantly sorted out the terrorists before they
came into the terminal, and similarly the concert in paris,” he says.
“if it had been on the doors there, it would have stopped people
getting in.”

a microscopic amount of semtex 1a, a high explosives, is dabbed
onto a T-shirt as a test. To the naked eye, it is almost invisible –
but from a large red metal box mounted on a portable steel
trolley, an ultra-violet laser beam flickers on to the white cotton
surface of the garment. immediately, a warning flashes up on the
display monitor.  The word “detected” appears in bold red letters,
and a yellow circle highlights an illuminated red patch where the
semtex has touched the T-shirt. in practice, says professor Tyrer,
if the device was deployed at, for example, an underground
railway station, a silent alarm would alert an operator, prompting
the ticket barriers to automatically close and bringing officials to
carry out manual checks using a swab stick.

Judging by the pattern of recent events, most suicide bombers
would probably then detonate their device, but professor Tyer
points out that at least the bomber would have been prevented
from boarding a crowded train. “explosives are sticky”, says
professor Tyrer, “they leave fingerprints everywhere, even days
later, and the exDetect can find particles that weigh just
millionths of a gram.”

professor Tyrer and his team, from the university’s Department
of Mechanical engineering, have spent 15 years developing this
technology, at a cost of nearly £4million. each laser box, or
“head” as it is called, costs about £250,000. To effectively scan
cargo from 360 degrees, he says, it needs two such devices
aimed at an oblique angle.

The Department for Transport said: “We keep security under
constant review, but for obvious reasons we do not comment in
detail on specific measures.

Extract from report by Frank Gardner, BBC security
correspondent, BBC News, 13th April 2016.

Guidance on Security for engineers and technicians
The Trustees of the engineering council held a reception to launch its
“guidance on security for engineers and technicians” hosted by The rt
hon John hayes Mp. The event was held on 19th May at the Terrance
pavilion, house of commons at Westminster.

as the regulatory body for the engineering profession, the engineering
council, with the support of the centre for the protection of national
infrastructure (cpni) and the professional engineering institutions, have
developed this material in order to provide guidance for engineers and
technicians on their role in dealing with security, and their associated
responsibilities to society.

The rt hon John hayes Mp provided a keynote address and engineering
council chairman, rear admiral nigel guild cB Deng ceng freng,
introduced the guidance and outline its importance to the engineering
profession.

Terry Morgan cBe ceng freng, chairman of crossrail, provided insight
into the importance of security for employers. The head of cpBi
emphasised the link between the guidance and ongoing national
infrastructure security.
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Action on explosive
weapons under Big Ben:
a demonstration of landmine and ieD disposal was held with the
first mine-hunting drone flying on speaker’s green, house of
commons, on 21st april 2016.

The allure of a mine-hunting drone flying in parliament was too much
for Mps peers and their staff. Despite being the Queen’s Birthday
and the day the us president arrived, a record number of
parliamentarians came to see the latest in uK technology and
techniques in clearing explosive weapons, including the innovative
drone, and to try for themselves some of the equipment under the
shadow of Big Ben.

The focus of the event, organised by the all party parliamentary
group on explosive Weapons, was a serious one.  explosive weapons
are still being used indiscriminately around the world with incidents
such as ankara, Brussels and paris hitting the headlines, but every
other day innocent people in countries like syria, iraq, nigeria and
libya face the horror of ieDs. The event had to highlight the
humanitarian impact of explosive weapons and the uK’s leading role
in mitigating this impact.

Bringing the danger to life for the parliamentarians were two of the
uK’s leading ieD mitigation companies – Optima group and
Blaythorne group, the drone is the result of a collaboration between
Drone-ops ltd and cobham Technical services.

Optima’s Jim scott and Taff parnell spent the day describing to the
parliamentarians their experiences of dealing with ieDs and training
local people in iraq, while the Blaythorne team and steve Wisbey
from nic had fun dressing them up in bomb suits and letting them
drive the remote unmanned ground vehicle (ugv). sadly even the
Minister was not allowed to try and fly the drone.

The approach of the appg is that the problem of explosive weapon
usage needs an holistic approach and so the world of research was
represented by Kings college london centre for informatics, who are
pioneering a way to detect the explosive content of a device, the
royal British legion centre for Blast injury studies at imperial
college whose ground breaking research on blast victims directly led
to the survival of many of the paris and Brussels victims, and action
on armed violence publishers of the hard hitting report
‘unacceptable harm’, and finally, the appg’s media partner the
counter ieD report.

Many people will remember the iconic photograph from 1997 of
princess Diana on an international red cross visit to angola where
she visited a mine-field – so halO Trust came along to the green to
demonstrate the traditional methods of digging up legacy landmines.

roger Mullin Mp, chairman of the all party parliamentary group on
explosive Weapons, who hosted the event on speaker’s green
said“The demonstration event was designed to bring home to my
political colleagues some of the horror  explosive weapons cause to
innocent people and to those whose job it is to deal with the
weapons and the aftermath of their use.

“it is my personal belief that if politicians around the world can work
together on this appalling issue, we can make a huge impact in saving
people’s lives and helping lift many people out of poverty and
deprivation.”

Tianjin Blast
investigators’ report
chinese investigators have identified 123 people who were
responsible for the Tianjin warehouse explosions on 12th august
2015 (see Explosives Engineering september 2015) that killed
at least 165 people and caused direct economic losses of 6.87
billion yuan ( us$1.1billion). another 49 people, including 13
from Tianjin ruihai international logistics co ltd (ruthai
logistics), owner of the warehouse, have already been put under
“coercive measures” in line with the law, a state council
investigation team said in a report issued in february 2016.
“coercive measures” may include summons by force, bail,
residential surveillance, detention and arrest.

after five months of investigation, the team concluded that the
disaster – “an extraordinarily serious work safety accident” – was
caused by the ignition of hazardous materials that had been
illegally stored at the site. The fire started in a container through
auto-ignition of nitro-cotton due to vaporization of a wetting
agent during hot weather, the team said, adding that when the fire
spread it ignited other chemicals, including ammonium nitrate. it
said ruihai logistics had “illegally built a freight yard of
hazardous materials, conducted illegal operations, illegally stored
hazardous material and their safety management procedures
were inept.” The company’s executives were found to have
exploited their connections and bribed local officials to get
approvals, it added. The explosions damaged 304 buildings,
12,428 cars and 7,533 containers.

Extract from Shanghai Daily February 2016.

Fireworks blaze leaves 100
dead at Indian temple
More than 100 people were killed and nearly 400 hurt
when a fire swept through a hindu temple in southern
india during an unauthorised fireworks display. a spark
ignited a separate batch of fireworks that were being
stored at the puttingal temple complex in the village of
paravoor in Kerala state. Thousands of people had been
packed into the complex when a big explosion erupted at
around 3.am, officials said. The blaze then spread quickly
through the temple, trapping devotees inside.

Daily Telegraph 11th April 2016.
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foreign Office Minister Tobias ellwood watches
the drone being put through its paces. 
page7 photography – who captured the event
for posterity in video and image. 

foreign Office Minister Tobias ellwood Mp, is a staunch supporter
of the work of the appg – he stressed the uK’s commitment as a
two prong approach “Our approach has been two-fold; one has been
to support organisations to remove those explosive weapons,
those landmines, those ieDs, to make the land safe; and the second
is education - making people aware of the dangers they might face.

shadow foreign secretary hilary Benn Mp congratulated the
appg on organising the event, “it is wonderful to see all the
organisations taking part today, some using very, very old
techniques, and some really modern, cutting edge technology.”

The speaker of the house of commons, The rt hon John Bercow
Mp, has been a fervent advocate on the issues since the creation of
the appg: "it seems now that every other day we hear about some
atrocious event involving a suicide bomber or ieD. The incidents in
paris and Brussels are very close to home, but for people living in
places like syria, iraq or northern nigeria, they are a part of daily
life.

"The uK is at the forefront of the global effort to combat the
threat of these weapons, and coping with the dreadful aftermath
when these weapons do find their target.

"i am delighted to be able to add my support to this effort and to
see my colleagues in both houses come and learn about this
valuable work."

sadly Mr Bercow could not attend the event but the rt hon lindsay
hoyle Mp, Deputy speaker came in his stead, along with the Deputy
speaker of the house of lords The lord Dear.

Participating organisations
Drone-Ops ltd – a small innovative uK r&D company who have
developed the first ever mine-hunting drone.

cobham Technical services ltd – their amulet mine detector is
integrated under the drone.

Blaythorne group - an independent company providing security
consultancy, training and equipment exhibited some of the
equipment and protective gear designed and made in the uK. 

Optima group – a British company created to defend civilians and
security forces from explosive devices set up a diorama showing
their instructors delivering training to MinusMa forces in Mali
and an illustration of sinjar in iraq and explained how ieDs were
deployed and countered.

nic instruments - develops equipment to support organisations
involved in the defeat of improvised explosive Devices and brought
along their remote control disrupter. 

Kings college london – The centre for robotics research
demonstrated the sensors they have developed, which use bursts
of radio waves to sense the presence of explosives. 

action on armed violence – has a central mission: to carry out
research and advocacy in order to reduce the incidence and impact
of global armed violence. They define ‘armed violence’ as the
intentional use of force – actual or threatened – with weapons, to
cause injury, death, or psychological harm. 

The counter ieD report – The appg’s official media partner is a
specialist, subscription-based publication, which serves as an
information source to communicate the latest developments in the
fight against the ieD threat. 

royal British legion centre for Blast injuries studies - was
established in 2011 to address the disabling injuries of conflict.
cBis is comprised of the unique collaborations of civilian engineers
and scientists working alongside military doctors. 

The halO Trust – one of the biggest and most respected mine-
action charities in the world demonstrated how land-mines are
traditionally cleared.  

nigel ellway is the head of secretariat for the appg on explosive
Weapons.On leaving the public sector in 2011 he created the
appg on landmines which he co-ordinated until the 2015 election.
he is the founding director of the international political
communications consultancy lynch-pin associates.

For more information about this event or for interviews with any of
the participants please call: Nigel Ellway on 07586 329335
http://appgexplosiveweapons.co.uk/

appg chairman roger Mullin Mp and Deputy speaker of the house of
commons lindsey holye Mp hear about counter ieD work from Jonathan
shaw, chairman of Optima group
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HILLHEAD 2016
Hillhead Quarry, Buxton, Derbyshire, 28th to 30th June 2016
Three day international live-demonstration show for the quarrying, recycling and
heavy construction industries. 
further information: harvey.sugden@gmj.co.uk, www.hillhead.com

EARLY CAREERS IN WEAPONS AND EXPLOSIVES SYMPOSIUM 2016
Oxfordshire, 5th to 6th July 2016
further information: earlycareerssymposium@gmail.com

ORDNANCE, MUNITIONS AND EXPLOSIVES SYMPOSIUM
Cranfield University and Defence Academy of the UK, Shrivenham,
1st to 2nd November 2016
further information: www.symposiaatshrivenham.com

UK SECURITY EXPO
Olympia, London, 30th November to 1st December 2016
The global security showcase: design, secure, respond.
further information: info@uksecurityexpo.com

SAFEX CONGRESS XIX
Helsinki, Finland, 15th to 20th May 2017
further information: secretariat@safex-international.org

EFEE 9TH WORLD
CONFERENCE
The Brewery,
Stockholm, Sweden,
10th to 12th September
2017
World conference on
explosives and blasting 
further information:
info@efee2017.com,
www.efee2017.com

Your age: 
47

Occupation:
army Officer.

Current position:
commander 29 explosive Ordnance Disposal and
search group.

Responsibilities in job/work activities: 
preparation, generation and command of force
elements in delivery of eOD, search, ammunition
Technical support and Military Working Dog
capability on operations across the globe.

Why are you involved in IExpE?  
To represent the interests of the Defence members
in the institute and progress my own professional
development.

What are the benefits for you of the IExpE? 
exposure to wider aspects of explosives
engineering and interesting people in the explosives
industry. access to professional registration with
the engineering council, with support and mentoring
from other members.

What alternative career might you have followed? 
helicopter pilot or (as my wife commented) a life on
the stage. sadly the nearest i get is the odd karaoke
performance!

Who do you most admire on the current world stage
and why? 
Tim peake. i'm in awe of the determination and self
sacrifice he has shown in achieving his goal of space
travel. his exploits from the international space
station are a true inspiration to the next generation.

Who would you most like to meet from any century
and why? 
alfred nobel. as well as inventing dynamite his
foundation of the nobel peace prize was truly far-
sighted and still has a tremendous positive impact
on the modern world. an amazing legacy. 

What are your favourite activities/hobbies? 
Mountaineering and cycling.

What is your ideal holiday? 
Mountains, sea and rivers with great food and wine.

What is your favourite type of food? 
steak cooked medium rare served with tasty
vegetables and a decent red wine.

Conferences/Exhibition Diary



iexpe Journal calls for papers
deadline for September 2016 issue is July 31st 2016.

1500 - 3000 word articles and papers will be considered
for publication and should be accompanied by digital

illustrations eg. photographs, drawings and tables. 

E mail the Editor: editor@iexpe.org

R J Blasting 
(Scotland) Ltd

Tel 01290 552121
Fax 01290 552930

E-mail:enquiries@rjblasting.co.uk
Drilling and Blasting for
Quarrying, Open Cast and 
Civil Engineering projects To advertise your

company's products
and services in the

Journal please 
contact gordon Hunt 

Telephone:  +44
(0)1726 832594 

Email:
design@gordon-

hunt.co.uk

A  JOHNSTONE
Tel: 01461 500 567

Email:
johnstone3611@btinternet.com

Rock Drilling and 
Blasting Contractor
Quarries, Opencast Mines,

Controlled Blasting, Presplitting,
Civil Engineering Projects

Orders can be placed with Emille via email at
craftycraftsales@gmail.com or on 07973 618827

IExpE Merchandise

All items are available 
to buy with the new 
Institute logo

polo shirt £18.99
micro fleece Jacket £27.75
Fleece Jacket £25.65
Soft Shell Jacket £38.49

porcelain mug £6.99
ceramic mug £5.25
themo Sports mug £12.50
coaster £2.99
coaster set (x 4) £5.25

prices quoted are excluding postage.

Boskalis Rock Fall
Co. Ltd

Tel 01563 851302
Email: info@rock-fall.com

Drilling and Blasting Contractor
specialising in executing harbour

and channel deepening, 
foreshore trenching and 

marine drilling and blasting 

works throughout the world.

colin.fergusson@boskalis.com

the trust was formed in 1982 to advance
the theoretical and practical education
and training of persons engaged in the
explosives engineering industry by the
provision of training courses and the
publication of technical, educational and
informative material together with the
financing of research and the provision of
scholarships to assist with courses of study
in the field of explosives engineering.

For more information and how to apply
for a grant visit:
info@explosivesengineerstrust.com

Explosives Engineers
Educational and
Research Trust




